
A full-service 
provider



An all-round 
subcontractor

Blekinge Pressgjuteri was founded in 1994 and is today a full-service provider. With a 

passion for technology, a broad range of expertise and great commitment, the company has 

positioned itself in the market as a reliable and competent subcontractor.

High quality in accordance with 
customer requirements
Our customer groups are found in most industries, for example in the medical technology sector, as well as companies that provide 

components for the process and defence industries. Our strength lies in delivering fi nished products which involve strict requirements 

for versatility, speed and quality, and at competitive prices. We are involved from the conceptual stage through to delivery of a fi nished 

product, in accordance with the environmental and quality requirements agreed with customers and specifi ed in our own policies.
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Resources and 
fl exibility 
Our headquarter is located in Sölvesborg, with a 5,000-square meter facility. Our company in Poland 

has a 1,500-square meter factory. Through continuous investments, both in the past and in the future, 

we have acquired modern machinery with the capacity to have a wide range of customer categories 

and products. Along with skilled staff and continuous training, we have the best conditions for 

effi cient and fl exible manufacturing processes.
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A broad range of machinery
CNC MACHINES
Our state of the art CNC machines provide high 

productivity and quality. The machinery used in cutting 

work consists of both vertical and horizontal multi-function 

machines, with up to 40 tool locations on each. We also 

have multi-function lathes with power-driven tools to 

ensure effi cient and qualitative precision work.

As an established manufacturing company, naturally we 

also have access to other common workshop machinery.

DIE CASTING MACHINES
Our die casting machines enable the manufacture of products 

from 5 grams to about 15 kg. The total range of clamping 

force load capacities ranges from 320 tons to 1100 tons. The 

machines are equipped with robot control to ensure high 

productivity combined with safety and quality.

Our range of machinery is constantly being rejuvenated and in 

this way, we also maintain our awareness and concern for the 

environment.



More than just a 
die casting factory
Our manufacturing process specializes in aluminum die casting with 

subsequent machining, fi nishing and assembly in accordance with 

our customers’ requests. We can also offer the same manufacturing 

stages for details in zinc. With a unique concept, we control the 

entire chain, from the manufacture of molds to the delivery of 

complete systems. Our customers need only choose us as a supplier, 

and we will be in control of the entire process. This means we can 

guarantee the speed, quality and the appearance of the fi nished 

product.

Die casting is performed using effi cient machinery with a high level of 

fl exibility and productivity. In the cutting process, we use CNC lathes 

and multi-function machines incorporating the latest technology, 

which contributes to resource-effi cient and cost-effective 

manufacturing.
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THE IDEAL PARTNER FOR 
DIE - CAST FOUNDRIES 

PROCESSING LIGHT ALLOYS 

OMS PRESSE SRL 
25030 Lograto - Brescia Italy 
Via G. di Vittorio, 1/A 
Tel. 0039 030 9973730 
Fax 0039 030 9973729 
E - mail info@omspresse.com 
Web www.omspresse.com 



TOOLS FOR
EFFECTIVE DIE CASTING

En maskinlösning för alla!
edstroms.com

As a full-service provider, we also supply blasting, tumbling, ball polishing, chromate conversion and complete powder 

coating. We have decades of expertise in qualifi ed assemblage and can offer our customers a variety of different 

solutions.

In order to be able to manage hardware and tool maintenance effi ciently and quickly, without delay, we have our own 

workshop with a knowledgeable and experienced staff.
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Focus on quality and the environment
Our staff has a signifi cant position in our business. We work continuously to improve our employees’ commitment and expertise. At 

Blekinge Pressgjuteri we strive to create a work environment where everyone feels part of a real community where participation, trust 

and responsibility are important factors.

To comply with our customers’ - as well as our own - quality and environmental standards, we work according to our management 

system that is certifi ed in accordance with ISO 9001 and ISO 14001. To control and maintain our product quality, in addition to calipers 

and other common instruments we also have a coordinate-measurement machine in-house. Our active environmental policy 

manifests itself, for example, in the fact that we invest in modern equipment that pollutes the environment less. We also cast our 

products in recycled aluminum alloy. This not only safes the environment, it also results in a better end product.
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Blekinge Pressgjuteri AB 

Tredenborgsvägen 20 

SE-29435 Sölvesborg 

Phone: +46 (0)456 39090

www.bpg-ab.com
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